The flying

Hunter
After an intense and complex training, the Golden Eagle will be ready to
hunt rabbits, foxes, and on extremely rare occasions – wolves

Marco Polo was the first westerner to write about the age-old
Kazakh tradition of hunting with Golden Eagles.

Most residents of Mongolia are nomads, traveling with their livestock and relocating their yurt up to 4 times a year. This particular
trip is shorter, so camels were chosen instead of cars, however,
automobiles are getting much more popular nowadays
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The steppe surrounded us with darkness and cold, urging us to seek shelter for the night. In
the northwestern reaches of the Mongolian wilderness, it’s unlikely you’ll meet more than
a few people in several weeks of travel. Therefore a yurt in the horizon was a sign that we
should settle.
The yurt owner came out, frantically waving at us,
seemingly objecting to our decision to stay here.
We were confused – were we bothering him? In a
few moments, it became clear that he was insisting
we spend the night in the yurt, while he and his
wife would be sleeping in an unheated shed next
to it. “You Europeans have no clue what the cold of
the steppes is really like”, he said, ignoring each of
our attempts to politely decline his offer. This was
our introduction to the boundless hospitality of the
territorial nomads, right at the beginning of our
expedition. The temperature in Mongolia can drop
to -40ºC at night, being hospitable is not only a
custom or a norm in the steppes – it’s a crucial part
of the wanderer’s way of life and one of the ways to
survive in this demanding environment.
ANIMAL PELTS ARE AN ESPECIALLY valued
catch around here. Kazakh nomads have an age-old
tradition for obtaining them – hunting with eagles.
There is almost no written proof about this ancient

custom, only the 4,500-year-old Bronze Age petroglyphs in Central Asia depicting the hunts. In the
5th century BC, Greek historian Herodotus mentioned that migrants from Central Asia hunt using
predatory birds. Later, in the 13th century, Italian
traveler Marco Polo wrote about the nomads of this
region in his epic book “The Travels of Marco Polo”,
stating that he too met the Kazakh tribes.
A DIRECT TRANSLATION of the word ‘Kazakh’
is “free, independent, roaming” – this perfectly
summarizes the life of such people. According to
Guests in Mongolia are not required to knock before
entering the yurt – the locals are very hospitable and
welcome all visitors. Despite our objections, the family slaughtered a goat for us – this is a sign of great
respect for your guests. Nothing is thrown away, even
these bowels that are cleaned by the woman will be
used later.

The predator is a member of the family. There
is a very strong bond between the eagle and its
owner, so a chunk of meat is not the only thing
that makes it keep coming back. Often a hunter
will bring his beloved bird inside the yurt when
visiting someone. News about the upcoming festivity – a competition of eagle hunters – is all over
the local newspaper.

steppes until the 17th century when they had to
submit to stronger neighboring empires – firstly
Russia and later China. In 1924 Mongolia became
the second communist state in the world. The government was not able to restrict the nomadic life
of the wanderers residing here. Even today many
families move four times a year with entire herds of
livestock, often coming back to the same territories.
“We only spend a few months of winter in the same
place at our stationary home. We set off for the
steppes again in spring”, notes Shaimurat, a man we
accompanied on hunts with eagles on several occasions and we observed his family quickly dismantle
the yurt in order to travel to the next temporary
residence.
HUNTING EAGLES are an essential part of the
life of Mongolia’s Kazakhs. Dependable predators
ensure respect, protection from the cold and a livelihood through training, nurturing and “acquiring”
them. “We take off to look for nests in June. When
we find one, we lurk, watch and wait until the little
ones start learning to fly. Then we try to throw a
cloth over a eaglet’s head, grab it and put it into a
cage as soon as possible – even a young one can
scratch you quite seriously”, a thirteen year old boy
told us at the Golden Eagle festival.
Sometimes the younger ‘eagle catchers’ don’t even
wait for a fledgling to start flying – children grab
them straight from the nest. It’s both an honor
and entertainment for the little nomads. Golden
eagles, used for hunting by Kazakhs, can be found
throughout the Northern Hemisphere – in Asia,
North America and Africa. It’s probably the most
popular type of bird in the world, with five countries having it as their national symbol: Albania,
Germany, Mexico, Austria and Kazakhstan.
The biggest Golden Eagle festival takes place on
October 4th and 5th in the town of Bayan-Olgii,
Mongolia. For the first round, the eagle is released
from the top of a mountain to land on the hand of its
owner. The fastest one wins.

an old proverb, “Fine horses and fierce eagles are
the wings of the Kazakhs.”
Kazakhs are the largest ethnic minority in Mongolia and yet, numbering just over 110,000, they make
up only four percent of the country’s population.
You can meet a lot of Kazakhs in the capital Ulan
Bator although most of them live in the western
part of Mongolia, around the town of Bayan-Olgii
as well as next to Chinese and Russian border. So
how did Kazakhs manage to survive on Mongolian
territory for so long without intermixing with the
locals and losing their ethnic identity? It is believed
that the main obstacle to ethnic assimilation is religious beliefs. Even though shamanistic rituals and

worship of the sky, fire or supernatural forces still
occurs in some places of Mongolia, most locals
are Buddhists while Kazakhs converted to Islam
around the 8th century.
GRASSY STEPPES are just about all you’re likely
to find in Mongolia, with the Altai Mountains in
the west and the valleys that separate them. The
average altitude of the country is 1.5 km above
sea level and a very low annual rainfall means the
ground is deserted, yeasty and only good for grazing livestock.
NOMADIC TRIBES had control of the Mongolian

THESE CREATURES are 80 cm tall, can weigh up
to 7 kg, have a wingspan of almost 2 meters and
are simply magnificent. Their gliding is flawless
and they can reach speeds of 250 km/h, attacking
with brute force by making sudden diving maneuvers. They mainly prey on small animals – foxes,
squirrels, rabbits, rats – but they have also been
known to attack roes or wolves. Eagles nest at the
top of trees or mountains, in remote places atop
rocks and even on utility poles. The nest has to be
high up, allowing the bird to have a great view of
its surroundings, ensuring no unwanted visitors
find their way to it. These predators typically mate
at about four years old and a monogamous life of
almost 20 years is mostly spent with one partner.

Northwestern reaches of Mongolia are full of beautiful
mountains. The Altai Mountains are the highest in the whole
country, with magnificent tops of 4000 meters that are snowy
all year round.

A hunter watches the surroundings from the top
of a mountain, waiting for the drover to make
foxes come out of their hideouts.

Mongolia has a population of around 3 million, and the
number of livestock is up to 15 times bigger. Although
goats, camels, cows, horses and sheep make the landscape
more deserted, they are valued for the pure meat. A yak is
a typical animal to have in uplands.

Females lay one to three eggs with an incubation
period of 40-45 days. Flying lessons for eaglets
usually start a few months after they hatch – that’s
if they don’t get kidnapped by nomad children until
then.
Fully-grown eagles are sometimes captured too.
However, it is much more difficult to restrain
them and training them for hunting purposes is
an extremely hard and often unsuccessful process.
Therefore, birds captured in adulthood make up
only ten percent of eagles owned by Kazakhs
while the rest were caught when they were still
fledglings.
“An older eagle needs to be placed on a small
swing after it is captured. Just as the bird starts to
doze off, the swing starts to sway, stopping it from
falling asleep. The predator gets exhausted after a
few sleepless days, so the trainer gives him some
partly boiled meat but this doesn’t satisfy the hungry animal. Several days later, pieces of raw meat
are given to the bird, until it finally breaks down
and starts eating from a human palm – this is a
sign of accepting the trainer as the savior, master
and friend”, Shaimurat explains.
Mature eagles are caught using a trap and bait –
usually a dead fox. According to Shaimurat, it’s
exceptionally rare to stumble upon and capture an
overfed bird after a successful hunt it had – then
the predator becomes clumsy and slow because of
the prey it has gobbled up.
Due to their experience and better stamina, older
eagles hunt in a different way than ones caught
while they were still young. A predator that grew
up in freedom attacks from above, swooping
down at tremendous speed, while birds that
learned to hunt in captivity hover behind their
victim.
THE BREAKING OF YOUNGER eagles is similar
to that of the older ones – their freedom is constrained and they are also starved. A leather hat
(tomaga) is put on the eaglet’s head which the bird
will have to wear during most of its time in captivity. The hat is meant to reduce stress although
hunting takes place without it, of course. A heavy
stone tied to the animal’s leg limits its movement and only parboiled meat is given to it and
even that is not very regular to begin with. The
fledgling starts training to hunt smaller animals
and it gets a chunk of raw meat from its master
as a reward right after catching a fox or a rabbit
which is also provided by the owner. Training and
breaking of the predator is daily work taking one

Kazakh up to half a year to complete. The trainer
has to talk to the animal throughout so that the
bird gets used to the voice and responds when it is
called later.
WINTER IS THE MOST POPULAR season for
hunting, a long and difficult process that requires
a lot of patience, time and physical endurance
from the trainer. If the hunt is productive, the
Kazakh may go home with a few foxes captured by
the bird. Unfortunately, there are days without any
results at all.
Sitting on Shaimurat’s hand is an eagle ready
for hunting, and we descend into the steppes of
western Mongolia looking for prey. After climbing
up a mountain, the tomaga is removed from the
bird’s head, opening a spectacular and necessary
panoramic view. The eagle penetrates the reaches
of the steppe with its sharp gaze, while its owner,
down by the slope, throws some stones around in
order to get a fox hiding nearby to move so the
predator can see it. Suddenly, after noticing the
animal, the eagle launches its attack – Shaimurat
urges his horse to follow by going down the slope.
The bird caught the fox, so the owner pulls a piece
of raw meat out to lure the predator away from
the prey. The attack was swift and deadly – the
eagle hits the victim’s spine and breaks it with one
leg, using the other to grab the snout and crush
the nasal bone.
Eagles have also been known to hunt down
wolves, although this is extremely rare and
Shaimurat says it happens approximately once
every ten years. This attack might also be deadly
for the bird, so the owners generally choose not
to risk the life of their beloved companion. But
if such a hunt is successful, the Kazakh becomes
highly respected for having the strongest eagle
in the community and stories about this achievement travel between nomad families for many
years.
EVERY OCTOBER THE GOLDEN Eagle festival
brings regional huntsmen to the town of Bayan-Olgii, where they compete for first prize. “It’s not just a
festival, but a way for us to preserve and popularize
our culture”, says Bahit Karnakbaev, organizer of the
event and president of a local community organization for eagle hunters.
The festival is becoming increasingly popular among
tourists every year, attracting over a thousand spectators. We were lucky to witness a truly historic
event, won by a thirteen year old girl, Ashol-Pan, the
only female contestant of the competition. Since the

Kerti po savimi, bet tai ne perdaug pavojinga, nes
ledas prie vandens pavirsiaus keicia savo struktura
ir yra spaudimas is apacios, prakirtus skyle vanduo
galinga srove uzpildo ekete iki pat virsaus. Ekete
reikia uzdengti kailiu kad neuzsaltu.

The youngest participant – Ashol-Pan, daughter of Nurgaiv – is only 13 years old. She has just won this
year’s competition. The Muslim society of Kazakhs in this region is not used to a girl competitor, but her
father doesn’t mind at all!

The birds are kept in captivity for 5-7 years. Later Kazakhs let
half their eagles go back to the steppes.
THIS REMARKABLE HUNTING tradition is
receiving more and more attention, inspiring
local Kazakhs to foster their cultural identity
and unique way of life. Increased interest in this
tradition has led to its revival in Kazakhstan, Russian Altai and Kyrgyzstan, where the communist
regime almost succeeded in turning the roaming
Kazakhs into steady farmers.
Greater contact with the outside world than ever
has made the society of nomads more open to
change. Many eagle owners now hunt in order to
gain the respect of their community or make mon-

Golden Eagles are usually caught at a very young age of around 40 days, during their first attempts of flying.
These birds grow up to hunt by hovering behind their prey, while eagles that were caught when they were mature attack the victim by making a sudden and aggressive diving maneuver.
Mongolian Kazakhs are an Islamic society with traditional roles for men and women, this was a unique
case, signifying modern advancement.
“FIRSTLY, THE PARTICIPANTS introduce
themselves, then the first round takes place: an
eagle released from the top of a mountain must
land on the hand in which the master is holding
a bone. The fastest eagle to do that wins the first
event for its owner. The second round is all about
hunting – the predators need to catch an animal-imitating fur tied to a running horse. Again,
the fastest one wins”, Bahit Karnakbaev adds.
Some of the eagles don’t succeed: loud cheering,
the bustling fair and a distracting mix of sounds
and colors really test the obedience and concentration of the birds.
OUR TRUCK GOT STUCK right next to the
victorious huntress Ashol-Pal’s tent. Our acquaintance with the girl’s father started on a quite
philosophical note: “The eagle is the strongest

predator in the steppes, it’s a symbol of freedom
and agility. And the fox is the smartest of all. So a
Kazakh hunter who has made an eagle a member
of his own family and defeated fox - superior!” he
tells us.
Why did one of the most respected eagle owners,
a member of a hunter community of 300 Muslims, start teaching his daughter an art form that
was exclusively male? He replies that he simply
couldn’t say no to his beloved child. And the
evident talent of Ashol-Pan proves he made the
right choice.
THE BIRDS ARE KEPT in captivity for 5-7 years.
Later Kazakhs let half their eagles go back to the
steppes, giving them a chance to have offspring
– only the females are used for training (they are
somewhat bigger and slightly more fierce than
the males). The rest of the eagles don’t know how
to survive in the wilderness, so they stay with the
owners for the rest of their lives, for a period of 13
to 15 years.

ey by exhibiting this archaic art to tourists – fur is
no longer the primary incentive for the hunters due
to the effects of globalization. It’s exciting to speculate whether more fathers will now be allowing
their daughters to train and hunt in this Muslim
society following Ashol-Pan’s triumph. ◻

The eagle hits the victim’s spine and breaks it with
one leg, using the other to grab the snout and crush
the nasal bone.

Only the females are used for training – they are somewhat bigger and much fiercer than the males. After a
long friendship of the bird and its master, the eagle is
released. The owner of a champion predator said: “They
are females and we must give them a chance to have
offspring!”

